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DISCLAIMER 

 
Every effort has been made to provide complete and accurate information in this manual.  However, 
although this manual may include a specifically identified warranty notice for the product, Thurman 
Scale makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents of this manual, and 
reserves the right to make changes to this manual without notice when and as improvements are 
made.   
 
Thurman Scale shall not be liable for any loss, damage, cost of repairs, incidental or consequential 
damages of any kind, whether or not based on express or implied warranty, contract, negligence, or 
strict liability arising in connection with the design, development, installation, or use of an intended 
scale.   
 
 
 
 
 
© Copyright   2013 
 
This document contains proprietary information protected by copyright. All rights are reserved; no part 
of this manual may be reproduced, copied, translated or transmitted in any form or by any means 
without prior written permission of the manufacturer.
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Section 1: General Information 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

The Thurman Model 8510 is a fully electronic pit type truck scale designed to provide 
many years of reliable trouble free service. The 8510 series truck scale utilizes a 
Double-Ended Shear Beam load cell system. 

 

The 8510 Weighbridge  consists of following:  

• Pit Type: The 8510 is designed for installation in a scale pit which removes the 
need for approach ramps.  This allows for a smooth, flush transition between the 
road surface and the scale deck. 

• Factory Assembled: The weighbridge consists of factory assembled 
weighbridges.  Each weighbridge section bolts together at the site. 

• Dual Girder Bridge Design:  The weighbridge design consists of a pair of main 
girder beams providing longitudinal strength positioned directly under the truck tire 
path. Cross members are welded between the main girders for lateral strength. 

• Field-Poured Concrete Deck: The perimeter deck coping is field welded to the 
top of the main girders and supported along each side by outriggers attached to 
the main girders.   
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Weighbridge 
The weighbridge consists of factory assembled modules.  Each module connects to the 
adjoining module through the use of an exclusive connecting step hinge. These hinges 
are manufactured as matched sets to ensure proper fit and performance. The 
weighbridge design consists of a pair of main girder beams providing longitudinal strength 
positioned directly under the truck tire path. Cross members are welded between the 
main girders for lateral strength. 

Deck 

The platform deck is constructed of reinforced concrete as detailed on the Certified 
Drawing Specifications.   

• The concrete deck is six inches (6”) thick.  

• Concrete is typically poured over corrugated steel, which rests on the weighbridge 
and is contained by a steel channel frame. 

• One or more manholes may be provided for access to the scale pit (Optional-Must 
be ordered separately). 

• The perimeter deck coping is field welded to the top of the main girders and 
supported along each side by outriggers attached to the main girders.   

Scale Pit 

The scale pit is constructed of reinforced concrete as detailed on the Certified 
Drawing Specifications. 

Double Ended Shear Beam Load Cell System  

Double Ended Shear Beam Load Cell Systems  use environmentally sealed cells 
and an exclusive parallel link suspension system.  

• Parallel links offer load cell protection by absorbing the motion and shock caused 
by vehicles stopping and starting on the weighbridge.   

• Suspension components are zinc plated for maximum corrosion resistance and 
are field replaceable. 

• The load cell design incorporates welded covers for environmental protection and 
rat guard cable. 

• The load cells are calibrated with the cable attached, and therefore the cable 
should NOT be cut.  
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1.2. OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 

1. Dump through deck w/ structural grating 

2. Steel deck 

3. CLC up to 100,000 lbs 

4. Custom design to fit existing foundations 
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Section 2: General Service Policy 

2.1.  RESPONSIBILITY 

It is the customer/operator's responsibility to ensure the equipment provided by 
Thurman Scale is operated within the parameters of the equipment's specifications 
and protected from accidental or malicious damage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Absolutely NO physical modifications  other than selection of 
standard options and accessories can be made by cus tomers to 
this equipment 

Repairs are performed by Thurman Scale Authorized D istributor 
Personnel ONLY! 

Failure to comply with this policy voids all implie d and/or written 
warranties  
 

W A R N I N G !  
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Section 3: Pre-Installation 

3.1.  CONFERRING WITH OUR CLIENT 

• Be prepared to recommend the arrangement of components which provide the 
most efficient layout, utilizing the equipment to the best possible advantage. 

• Assist the customer in selecting a site which allows easy access to and from the 
scale, ensuring enough area for straight and level approaches, and to meet all 
State and Local Weights and Measures Regulations . 

─ Smooth and level approaches are required at each end of the platform to 
reduce loading shock, and to facilitate testing of the scale.   

─ The site needs good drainage away from the scale, elevated enough so the 
surrounding areas drain away from the scale . 

─ Obtain all the necessary permits and licenses prior to beginning construction. 
─ In the absence of such laws, the approaches must conform to paragraph 

UR.2.6 of the National Institute of Standards and T echnology 
Handbook 44 , which states that the first 10 feet must be level and on the 
same plane as the scale platform. 

• The platform should be visible from the instrument location.   

• Explain and review the warranty policy with the customer. 

3.2.  PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKLIST 

The following points should be checked and discussed before the installation of the 
equipment. 

���� Check the customer's application to make certain it is within the capabilities and 
design parameters of the equipment. 

���� If the installation process might disrupt normal business operations, inform the 
customer and ask that they make ample arrangements. 

NOTE:  Always… “CALL BEFORE YOU DIG”.  1-888-258-0808 
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3.3.  UNPACKING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow these guidelines when unpacking all equipmen t. 

���� Check in all components and accessories according to the customer's order. 

���� Remove all components from their packing material, checking against the invoice 
that they are accounted for and not damaged. 

▪ Advise the shipper immediately if damage has occurred.  

▪ Keep the shipping container and packing material for future use.  

▪ Order any parts necessary to replace those which have been damaged.  

▪ Check the packing list. 

 
The CUSTOMER is the receiving party  if the equipment was shipped to 
the Customer’s address.   

 

 

 

���� Collect all necessary installation manuals for the equipment and accessories. 

���� Perform an inspection making certain that all hardware and electrical connections 
are secure.  

���� Do not re-install the cover if the final installation is to be performed after the pre-
installation checkout. 

���� Do not load the platform if there is any evidence of damage to the platform or 
supporting structure. 
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3.3.1.  Physical Installation Notes 
• Before installation, check that all components are in good condition. 

─  If damage occurs due to shipping, order the new part or component 
immediately.  

• Only those charges which are incurred as a result o f the equipment's 
inability to be adjusted to performance specificati ons may be charged to 
warranty. 

• No physical alterations (mounting holes, etc.) are allowed during installation. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The installing technician is responsible that all personnel 
are fully trained and familiar with the equipment's capabilities and limitations before 
the installation is considered complete.   

 

 

3.4.  TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

The following tools, equipment and materials are su ggested to be on hand 
before the installation begins. 

���� Certified Project Drawing Specifications  
 

 

3.4.1.  Measuring, Testing & Checking 
Equipment 

• Surveyor's Transit and Rod 

• Plumb Bob 

• Stringline and a chalkline  

• 50 to100' steel tape measure. 

• Machinist’s Levels (Starrett #134 & 132-6 )  

• Carpenter's Level 
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3.4.2.  Assembly Tools 

���� A mobile crane  
─ Four equal length twenty foot (4-20 ft.) lifting chains or cables with hooks.  

IMPORTANT NOTE:   The installer MUST reserve Crane and Chains/Cables in 
advance from a local rental service company. 

• Hand tools 

• Hydraulic jacks 

─ Two – twenty  ton (2−20  ton) jacks 

• Come-Along (1-Ton min.) 

• 2 - Sledge Hammers (5 & 10 lb.) 

• Claw Hammer 

• 6’ Pinch Bar 

• 3’ Crow Bar 

• Drift Pins 

• Torque or Impact Wrenches (500 ft. lb.) 

• Open End Wrench 

• Adjustable Crescent or Monkey Wrench 

• Trowels (2) 

• Pipe Wrench 
 

 

 

3.4.3.  Materials 

• Quality vehicle wheel bearing grease 

• Anti-seize 

─ Found at local Automotive Parts & Supply  retailer.  

MUST reserve a Crane in advance.  
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���� ����  IMPORTANT INSTALLATION NOTICE  ���� ���� 

���� All load cells, load cell cables and interconnectin g cables used 
to connect all scale components  shall be located a minimum of 
thirty-six (36”) inches distance away  from all single and multiple 
phase high energy circuits and electric current 
carrying conductors.   

• This includes digital weight instruments, junction boxes, 
sectional controllers, and power supplies. 

• This includes any peripheral devices, such as printers, 
remote displays, relay boxes, remote terminals, card 
readers, and auxiliary data entry devices. 

• Also included is the scale components themselves, such as 
120 volt AC, 240 volt AC, 480 volt AC and electric supply of 
higher voltage wiring runs and stations, AC power 
transformers, overhead or buried cables, electric distribution 
panels, electric motors, florescent and high intensity lighting 
which utilize ballast assemblies, electric heating equipment, 
traffic light wiring and power, and relay boxes. 

• All scale components, including digital weight instruments 
and peripheral devices are not specifically designed to operate on internal 
combustion engine driven electric generators and other similar equipment. 

���� Electric arc welding  can severely damage scale components 
such as digital weight instruments, junction boxes,  sectional 
controllers, power supplies, and load cells. 

���� Some digital weight instruments which Thurman Scale manufactures utilize RAM 
memory, and as a result, require a battery to maintain that memory. On such 
units, if the battery is removed or becomes discharged  and the unit is 
unplugged from AC power, ALL PROGRAMMED PARAMETERS 
INCLUDING CALIBRATION WILL BE LOST .  

 

NOTE: For additional information, please contact your Thurman Scale Service 
Representative. 
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3.5.  PRECAUTIONS 

3.5.1.  Welding 
If arc welding or cutting is required during any st ages of weighbridge and deck 
installation, prevent currents from damaging the Lo ad Cells. 

• The load cell cable must be disconnected.    

• Removal of the load cells is recommended. 

• The load cells cable terminations must not be allowed to touch any part of the 
weighbridge, pit steel or each other.  Insulate each cable lead. 

• The load cell cables should be coiled up and kept as far as possible from any 
steel. 

• The arc welder ground connection should be made as close as possible to the 
weld location. 

• The arc welder ground must be connected so that currents DO NOT pass through 
the load cell(s). 

• Do not use higher welding current than absolutely necessary. 

• Protect the load cells from the heating and splattering effects of welding. 
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3.5.2.  Load Cell Installation Precautions  
Correct installation of the load cells is the most critical factor in fully electronic scale 
assembly. Perfect load cell installation will frequently compensate for other 
intolerances. 

Elevation 
The load cell must be installed on piers formed to the specific elevation. 

Plumb 
Each parallel link must be installed so that it is plumb, to assure loading through the 
direct center axis. 

Support 
When adjustments are complete, the load cell stands must be fully supported before 
any traffic is allowed on the scale. 

Equal Loading 
Load Cell shims may be required at one or more cells to ensure equal weight 
distribution upon each load cell. 
 

 

3.5.3.  Load Cell Handling 
Load cells must be handled with care to avoid being damaged during installation. 
Refrain from the following: 

• Rough handling, which can be avoided with care. 

• Voltage surges, which can be minimized by surge voltage protection. 

• Welding currents must be avoided by disconnecting or completely removing the 
cells during all welding operations. 

• Dampness can damage the scale’s electronic components.  The cell and/or cable 
must not contact standing water. 

• All load cells must be installed correctly, plumb, level, and square. 

• Overloading the scale. 
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3.6.  SITE INSPECTION 

Before accepting the completed work of the 
contractor, check the following points. 

3.6.1.  Pit/ Foundation 

• All concrete work MUST conform to standards set 
forth by the American Concrete Institute Code.  

• Measure the pit/ foundation dimensions carefully, then compare those figures with 
the Thurman Certified Drawings .  If there are ANY discrepancies, contact 
the construction contractor IMMEDIATELY  

• The pit floor must be constructed so that no standing water accumulates. 

• The approaches must be of correct height and level with the top of the pit wall. 

• Check for correct pier elevation and for smooth, even tops. 

• Check that a proper sized conduit is provided through the pit wall, below the frost 
line, at the location nearest the scale house and instrumentation. 

• If AC power is required in the pit, for lighting or for a pump, the line must be in a 
separate, 1" conduit, at least 36" from the weight signal cable conduit. 

• Check that the scale pit ground rods are installed in the correct location and 
project through the pit floor to the correct height. The scale pit ground rods must 
be driven into the earth at the bottom of the pit and tied to the rebar before the 
floor is poured. This assures the easiest installation and deepest possible 
penetration. 
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Section 4: Scale Installation 

4.1.  STANDARD INSTALLATION STEPS 

� Inspect the Contractor’s Pit Construction 

� Set Modules into the Pit 

� Complete the Weighbridge Construction 

� Concrete Deck Forming and Pouring 

4.2.  INSPECT THE PIT CONTRACTOR’S PIT CONSTRUCTION 

Inspect the work site; including the pit, scale house, all poured concrete, approaches 
and exits, anchor bolt placements, and all measurements against the Certified 
Drawing Specifications.  

─ Upon the removal of the forms and backfill, check for proper drainage.  

o A slope away from the scale is mandatory.  

 

4.3.  SET THE MODULES INTO THE PIT 

1. Prior to setting the modules in the pit, install 
the outriggers using supplied hardware. 

2. Using Certified Drawing 
Specifications  mark all load cell center 
lines. 

Each Module Assembly is extremely heavy.  
����  Handle with great care to prevent injury. 
���� Always let the crane do the lifting. 
���� Use cross pieces and blocking to prevent steel tipp ing over. 

C A U T I O N !  
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Load Cell 

Load Cell Stand 

Link 

Load Pin 

(Not 
Shown) 

5/8”x1” 

Dowel Pin 

 

4.3.  SET THE MODULES INTO THE PIT, continued 

NOTE:  
Proper bolt torque is important. 

For ¾”-10 Zinc plated Grade 2 Hex Head Bolts used to attach outriggers the proper 
bolt torque is 134 Ft-lbs. 

 

3. Set out load cell assemblies initially.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Clean grease out of hole on top of load cell stands and insert 5/8” x 1” 
dowel pin into the hole. If the pin “lifts” back out of the stand on its own, 
remove the pin and clean the hole better. 

• Place Load Cell on the load cell stand. 

• Hang two (2) links on the ends of the cell. 

• Position the load pin through each link and the opening in the load cell 
stand. 

4. With the crane, lift and lower the first fully-assembled Weighbridge Module into the 
end of the pit. 
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Pin Seats 

 

 

• The BASE Module will be the first 
module set.  This module has pin seats in all 
four corners. 

• Slowly lower the module down seating 
the pin seats onto the ends of the load pin. 

5. Continue setting successive modules into place on the load cell assemblies. 

6. Fasten the two modules 
together through 
connection bolts at the 
step hinge. 

• While the crane is 
still attached to the 
module, insert a 
bolt into one of the 
middle holes of 
each hinge.  Install 
a lock washer and 
nut onto the bolt 
and tighten until 
snug.  The other 
hinge bolts will be 
installed after all 
the modules are in 

place.
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7. Once all the modules are installed, ensure that the measurements and elevations 
are correct according to the Certified Drawing Specifications . 

4.4.  COMPLETE THE WEIGHBRIDGE CONSTRUCTION 

1. Insert the remaining 
connection bolts.  

• For 1”-8 Zinc plated 
Grade 2 Hex Head 
Bolts used to 
connect modules 
the proper bolt 
torque is 272 Ft-lbs. 

2. Install the check brackets. 

• Use anti-seize 
product on threads 
of bumper bolts. 

 

3. Make sure the gap at each end of the pit is equal.  If necessary, use the bumper 
bolts to center weighbridge in the pit.  Adjust all bumper bolts to touch the bumper 

strike plates in the end wall.   

4. Examine each load cell assembly to make sure 
that all links are hanging plumb.  Make any 
necessary adjustments to the position of the load 
cell stand base.   

5. Use a hammer-drill to make two (2) 5/8” 
holes 3 ½” deep for wedge anchors in each 
stand. 

6. Hammer the wedge anchors into clean holes and 
tighten the nuts securely, being careful that threads 
are not damaged. 
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4.5.  CONCRETE DECK FORMING AND POURING 

1. Lay the end coping channel in position at the correct elevation and distance from 
the pit wall.   

2. Weld the transverse (end) coping to the main girders where they cross. 

3. Attach outriggers using supplied hardware (3/4”-10 x 2 ½ “ HHCS). 

4. Lay the side coping channel in position at the correct elevation and distance from 
the pit wall.  

• When sitting on the outriggers the top of the channel should be at the same 
elevation as the pit wall.  If necessary, minor adjustments to the elevation 
can be made by loosening the outrigger bolts and re-positioning the 

outriggers. 

5. Weld nuts on the Rock Guard to create a ¾” gap  
around the perimeter of the pit wall. 

• Space at approximately 3’ intervals. 

6. Weld flat steel straps to the bottom of the deck 
coping and the top of the main girder in between 
each outrigger.  This strap will hold the bottom of 
the deck channel from the pit wall and prevent the 
frame from twisting.   

7. Weld side coping to outriggers where they cross. 

8. Place shoring between the 
main girders at intervals not 
to exceed three feet (3’).  

• The top of the wood 
shoring cross pieces 
should be near the 
top of the girder 
flange. 

• They must be supported by a brace at each end wedged against the lower 
flange of the girder. 

9. Lay the corrugated steel with the corrugations running parallel, down the length of 
the pit. 

• The suggested material for the deck form is galvanized sheets 28 gauge 
thickness.  

• Maximum height of corrugate is ¾”. 

• Overlap sheets as required.  Make sure ends rest over a cross member.  
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10. Trim or overlap the corrugated steel as required so it will rest on the lower flange 

of the deck coping. 

• Cut holes in the 
corrugated steel for 
the lift angles so it 
lays flush. 

11. Place the deck reinforcing 
steel (rebar) as shown on 
the Certified 
Drawings .  Make certain 
the steel is tied through 
the lift angles to keep the 
deck from “walking”. 

12. Locate the optional 
manhole ring(s) and shore 
in position so that the 
manhole cover will be one-
eighth inch (1/8”) above 
the top of the concrete.  

13. Pour the concrete flush with the top of the channel coping. 

• The concrete should have a minimum compressive strength of 4,000 
psi.  

• Take several test cylinder samples during this process 

• Place the concrete into position by direct chute method 

• Ensure thorough consolidation by using a spud type vibrator 

HELPFUL TIP 

To prevent concrete from seeping under the manhole, put a 55Gal. trash bag full of 
sand into the manhole frame before pouring. 

 

NOTE: 
All concrete work MUST conform to standards set forth by the American Concrete 
Institute Code. 
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• Before the concrete had fully set, “broom” finish with textured grooves 
perpendicular to the long axis of the scale. 

 

14. After the concrete is fully cured, remove the positioning spacers (1/2” nuts ), 
cut the corrugated to open the manhole access, and remove shoring from under 
the deck. 

• Adjust the bumper checking bolts.  The scale deck and weighbridge will 
now freely float. 
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Section 5: Electrical Installation 

5.1.  ANALOG SYSTEMS 

5.1.1.  Wiring Steps 
 

A.  WIRE LOAD CELLS INTO THE JUNCTION BOXES. 

���� Important steps! 

1. Mount the Junction Boxes to the mount bars on the girders of each platform. 

2. Remove the Junction Box Cover and Gasket. 

 Keep out all dirt, dust, moisture or other debris from the Junction Box as 
damage to the Summing Board may occur. 

3. Route the Load Cell Cables into the Junction Box cavity. 

a. Identify Load Cell Numbers  
b. Wire to the proper terminals using the following chart: 

 

Load Cell Wire Color Function
Red (-) Signal
White (+) Signal
Black (-) Excitation
Green (+) Excitation
Bare/Orange/Yellow Shield  

      Load Cell-to-Junction Box Wiring Table 

 

B.  WIRE THE "J" BOXES TO EACH OTHER 

���� Important steps! 

1. Route the Module Interconnect Cable into the Junction Box mounting areas of the 
other section(s). 

2. Pass the cable through the Sealing Hub, located at the end of the Junction Box, 
directly over the Terminal Strip marked "Remote J-Box ". 

3. Connect the cable to the terminals of the strip marked "Remote J-Box ".  

 The wires must be  connected so that the terminals match between the 
summing boards of the different sections.  
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5.1.1.  Wiring Steps, Continued  
 

C.  Weighbridge Module Interconnecting Cable Wiring  Table 

Wire Color            
(Cable #66931)

Function

Red (-) Signal
White (+) Signal
Brown (-) Sense
Black (-) Excitation
Blue (+) Sense
Green (+) Excitation  

 

1. Tighten the cable glands until the O-ring Clamps further around the wire. 

 If not tightened properly, moisture damage may occur. 

2. Route the instrument interconnect cable through the Sealing Hub on the Junction 
Box, located on the Base Module. 

 

D.  Wiring THE "J" BOX TO THE INSTRUMENT 

���� Important steps! 

1. Attach the instrument cable to the terminal strip marked "Instrument " 

 Match functions of the Digital Instrument to those marked on the 
Summing Board. 

  Using instruments with sense lines is strongly recommended for 
vehicle scale applications. 
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5.1.1.  Wiring Steps, Continued 

E.  Junction Box-to-Analog Instrument Wiring Table 
 (Thurman Model IS-3000 A1, as an example). 

Scale Model       
IS-3000 A1

Junction Box Terminal 
Strip marked 'Indicator'

1 (-) Excitation
2 (+) Excitation
3 (+) Sense
4 (-) Sense
6 Shield
7 (+) Signal
8 (-) Signal  

 

Note: Thurman Scale Model IS-3000 A1 Instrument designations are shown as 
Terminal Locations  on the Load Cell Connector, TB-1, located on the PCB.  

 

F.  Grounding for Analog Instrument 
Proper grounding is important in any electronic system. 

• Using a quality ohm meter, verify that a good connection exists 
between all of the following points: 

o Each Load Cell Case to the Weighbridge. 

• Each Load Cell Shield to the Junction Box Board Shield. 

• Junction Box Board Shield to the Weighbridge. 

• Module Interconnecting Cable Shield to each Junction Box Board 
Shield. 

• Instrument Connecting Cable Shield to the Junction Box Board Shield. 

• Instrument Connecting Cable Shield to the Instrument Case ground. 

• Weighbridge to a single properly placed Ground Rod. 
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5.1.1. Wiring Steps, Continued 

G.  Data Recording 

• Record scale serial number from the tag.  

• Record instrument, junction box and load cell serial numbers.  

• Keep a copy of the sheet in the customer file. 

 

H. Moisture Protection 
Full Electronic Scales have been designed to provide protection from the effects  of 
moisture.  

• The load cells are calibrated with the cable attached. 

• The cable MUST NOT be cut. 

• The cable is connected directly to the Junction Box through a sealed 
bushing which MUST BE TIGHTENED WITH PLIERS  to keep moisture 
out of the box. 

• All cabling should have a Drip Loop  at the cell or box entry location 
to help prevent water entry. 

• On all  boxes, the black plastic fittings have O-rings that can be forced 
out of position if the bushing itself is not tight.  

─ To prevent this, first tighten the inner nut securing the bushing in 
the hole. 

─ Then insert the cable and carefully tighten gland with pliers until 
it is very snug.  

─ DO NOT over-tighten  where bushing 'turns'. 

─ All box covers MUST BE SECURED with ALL  screws tightened 
properly     (18 to 20 lbs/in ) for protection against moisture. 

 

5.2.  INTALOGIX SYSTEMS 

5.2.1.  Introduction  
Intalogix™ systems use Smart Sectional Controllers (SSCs) and Pit Power Supplies 
(PPSs) for load cell excitation and signal processing. 
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5.2.  INTALOGIX SYSTEMS, continued  

 

5.2.2.  Description  

• One (1) SSC per section. 

• One (1) PPS per platform unless the number and resistance of the cells require a 
second Pit Power Supply. 

• SSC boxes have four (4) terminals, two (2) for load cells and two (2) for "daisy 
chaining" to other SSC boxes or terminating to a pit power supply  

• All cell/section/scale adjustments are made via the Intalogix™ Technology 
instrument. 

 

5.2.3.  Installation 

• Boxes 

The box has tabs for bolting to mounting bars located on one side of each module. 

 On SSC and PPS boxes, attach the Ground Wire Lug-to-one of the 
Mounting Bolt Studs. 

 On PPS boxes, secure the isolated Ground Wire to the separate 
Ground Rod, as noted on the Certified Print. 

 Tighten all connections securely to provide a good electrical ground.  

 

• SSCs 

1. Wire the load cells to the SSCs. 

2. Connect the SSC to SSC cabling. 

3. Set the address switches in the SSCs. 
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5.2.4.  Load Cell Wiring  
Intalogix™ installations use a different numbering system for load cells because of 
the digital addressing of the SSCs.  

 

Cell Numbering 

• With respect to the following starting position, face the platform from where the 
instrument is located.  

• The cell at the upper left (far side) of the platform is Cell One (1) .  

• The cell positions along the far side are odd cell numbers ,  

• The near side locations are even cell numbers .  

Above is an example of four (4) section cell numberings using SSCs. 

Note:  SSCs have connections for two (2) Load Cells, labeled TB1 and TB2.  
   � The odd numbered cell goes to TB1. 
   � The even numbered cell goes to TB2. 
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5.2.4.  Load Cell Wiring, Continued  

Installation Information 
• The cable used in all wiring (other than load cells) must be a   

 minimum of 18 AWG  (Cable 17246 ).  

• The SSC boxes are daisy-chained to the end where they terminate into the Pit 
Power Supply (24722). 

• Wire the Load Cells into each sections’ SSC, as illustrated in Appendix 1: 
Wiring, Drawing 51139-1e .  

• Load Cell Drain Wires, if applicable, connect to Ground Lug on the Balance Box 
exterior. 

 

1. Wire the load cells into the SSC boxes. 

Load Cell Connections at the SSC 

TB1 or TB2 in SSC Terminal Description
DE Shear Beam L/C 
Wire Color

1 (-) Excitation Black
2 (+) Excitation Green
6 Shield Yellow (bare)
7 (+) Signal White
8 (-) Signal Red  

 

2. Wire the SSCs to each other. 
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SSC-to-SSC 'Daisy Chain' Connections 

TB3 or TB4 in SSC Function 17246 Cable
1 (-) 8.0 volts Black
2 (+) 8.0 volts Green
5 DC Return Blue
6 Shield Shield
7 RS-485 (+) White
8 RS-485 (-) Red  

NOTE: On the 17246 Cable daisy chain connections,  the Orange wire is not 
used.  

3. Set the Switches 

Dip (Address) Switch Setup, SSCs 

• In each of the smart SSC boxes there is an 8 position dip switch labeled S1. 

• This switch is used to identify the section in a binary code.  

• The switches must be set properly for the scale to operate. 

Note: Switches 1, 2, 3, and 4 are always OFF . 
Switch 1 position 5 ON= 700/1000 ohm load cells 
   OFF = 350 ohm load cells 

• Switches 6 thru 10 are used to set the section (section address) numbers. 

• Set the section number according to the following chart. 

• Continue in this manner until each SSC box has a unique section number entered 
on the dip switches.   
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5.2.5.  Power Supply  

 

Section Number
6 7 8 9 10

Section 1 On Off Off Off Off
Section 2 Off On Off Off Off
Section 3 On On Off Off Off
Section 4 Off Off On Off Off
Section 5 On Off On Off Off
Section 6 Off On On Off Off
Section 7 On On On Off Off
Section 8 Off Off Off On Off
Section 9 On Off Off On Off

Section 10 Off On Off On Off
Section 11 On On Off On Off
Section 12 Off Off On On Off
Section 13 On Off On On Off
Section 14 Off On On On Off
Section 15 On On On On Off
Section 16 Off Off Off Off On

Switch Settings
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5.2.5.  Power Supply, Continued  
 

1. Connect the PPS to an SSC (#1 or any SSC). 

 Feed a cable from SSC#1 TB3 through the bushing for in the PPS  
  for TB3 and make connections as follows: 

 

TB3 SSC#1 TB3 PPS 17246 Cable Description
1 1 Black (-) 8.0 volts
2 2 Green (+) 8.0 volts
5 5 Blue DC Return
6 6 Shield Shield
7 7 White RS-485 (+)
8 8 Red RS-485 (-)  

 

 

2. Wire the PPS to the Instrument. 

 Run the 'Home-Run' cable from the PPS, TB1 to the Instrument's TB1, 
wire as follows: 

 

TB1 PPS TB1 Inst  17246 Cable Description  
1 1 Black 28 volts, AC 
2 2 Green AC Return 
3 3 Blue 20 Volts, DC 
4 4 Orange Enable 
6 6 Shield Shield/DC Return 
7 7 White Transmit 
8 8 Red Receive 

 

Note: Shields are used for DC Return and MUST be connected. 
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5.2.6.  Grounding 
 For accurate operation and protection against damage from lightning strikes, 
all of the components of the system must be properly grounded. The grounding 
system contains ground rods for the scale location. Below are points to correctly 
ground the system: 

• It is recommended that the grounding be done with #8 or larger wire or braided 
ground straps. 

• All of the ground connections should be 2 feet or as short as possible. 

• The case of the SSCs and PPSs must be attached in a clean electrical connection 
to the platform frame. 

 The platform frame is then connected to a scale ground rod. 

• The insulated WHITE wire from the PPS connects directly to the separate ground 
rod (not to the same rod as the steel).  

• The 117 VAC SVP Unit (23143) must be connected to a known good ground at 
the instrument location. 

 Use a voltmeter to test the electrical power source available for the 
Neutral-to-Ground voltage level 

▪ It must be 0.2VAC or LESS . 

 

5.2.7.  Data Recording 

• Record the scale serial numbers from the tag.  

• Record the instrument, SSC, PPS, and load cell serial numbers.   

• Keep a copy of the sheet in the customer file. 

• Use Appendix II for additional information. 
 

Full Electronic Scales are designed to provide protection from moisture. 

 The load cells are calibrated with the cable attached, and therefore the 
cable  should NOT be cut.  

 The cable is connected directly to the SSC through a gland fitting which 
MUST be tightened  with pliers to keep water/moisture out of the box. 

 All cabling should have a drip loop at the cell or box entry location to 
help prevent water entry. 

 On all boxes, the gland fittings have O-rings that can be forced out of 
position if the bushing itself is not tight.  

� To prevent this, first tighten the inner nut securing the bushing in the 
hole, then insert cable and carefully tighten gland with pliers until it is 
very snug.  

� Do not over-tighten where bushing 'turns’. 
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Section 6: Calibration 

6.1.  INITIAL ZERO AND SPAN ADJUSTMENTS 

1. Seat the suspension components.  

1. Drive the test truck across the scale stopping and starting several 
times.  

2. Repeat this procedure at least three times to assure that all parts are 
properly seated. 

2. The zero and span of the scale need not be set perfectly, but it should be roughly 
adjusted to check for repeatability. 

1. Return to zero and to properly adjust the section readings. 

3. Refer to the appropriate technical manual for the scale instrument for the initial 
and span calibration procedures. 

4. Perform the coarse initial and span adjustments. 

1. Final zero and span adjustments are performed after adjusting the 
sections. 

 

6.2.  REPEATABILITY AND RETURN-TO-ZERO PERFORMANCE TESTS 

1. Position the test truck in the center of the Weighbridge. 

2. Note the weight reading. 

3. Pull the truck off the scale and note the return to zero.   

1. Repeat this procedure at least three times to assure consistency. 
If the scale does not repeat the readings, within tolerance, check for mechanical 
obstructions or "touches". 
Check the scale thoroughly for proper assembly 
 Check the load cells for proper alignment and to be certain it is plumb. 

Note:  This is best accomplished with the AZT disabled.  
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6.3.  SECTION TEST AND ADJUSTMENT, ANALOG SYSTEMS 

• The section test should be conducted centering the test load over each section. 

 A weight cart, block weights, rear axles of the test truck. 

• Note the weight indication of each section. 

 The sections should be adjusted so the weight indications of all 
sections match within the tolerances set forth by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology's Handbook H- 44. 

• Trim the sections by adjusting a potentiometer in each of the section circuits. 

 This decreases the output of that circuit. 

 The normal trimming procedure lowers the readings of the higher 
sections to match the reading of the lowest section. 

• The Section and Corner Trim Potentiometers are located on the Junction Box 
summing board, which is mounted in a protective cavity on the Weighbridge.  

• To access the Summing Board located on the side of the main remove the 
Junction Box Cover and Gasket. 

 Keep dirt, dust, moisture or other debris from the Junction Box, as 
damage to the Summing Board may occur.  

• Place the test load over each section and adjust the corresponding trim 
potentiometer, if necessary, so that the weight indication equals that of the lowest 
section. 

• Due to a small interaction which may occur between sections, it may be 
necessary to repeat this procedure in order to bring the sections within tolerance. 

 

1. Replace the Junction Box Gaskets and Covers. 

2. Torque all screws evenly at 18-20 lbs/inch . 
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6.4.  SECTION TEST AND ADJUSTMENT, INTALOGIX™ TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS 

• Follow setup and programming instructions in the appropriate Intalogix™ 
Technology manual. 

• Use a weigh cart or weights placed directly over the section for proper trimming. 

 

 

6.5.  DIGITAL INSTRUMENT INITIAL AND SPAN CALIBRATION ANALOG 

INTALOGIX™ TECHNOLOGY 

• Perform the initial and span adjustments, following the appropriate scale 
instrument technical manual. 
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Section 7:  Service and Maintenance 

Installing a scale known for its structural integrity is the first step to ensuring 
dependable performance, but even a quality scale must be properly maintained.  
Preventative maintenance is the most important factor in extending the life of your 
new truck scale.   Depending on traffic volume and environmental factors your scale 
may require more frequent maintenance.  At minimum you should perform a thorough 
maintenance inspection every six months.  It is recommended that you discuss a 
recommended maintenance plan with your servicing distributor familiar with your 
particular application.   

 

7.1.  VISUAL INSPECTION 

Begin by examining the foundation and approaches for any major structural or 
surface problems.  Cracks that lead to movement or settling will cause chronic 
calibration errors.  Should any deterioration exist, immediate repairs are 
recommended.  Additionally, make sure the foundation is dry and properly drains.  
Perpetually wet soil conditions can eventually lead to undesired settling of the 
foundation. 

 

Next, check the deck for rust or crumbling concrete that can weaken the scale’s 
structure.  Clean and paint rusted steel, and repair or replace concrete as needed to 
maintain the scale’s structural integrity.   

 

Using a crowbar, check the weighbridge for free movement both with and without a 
vehicle on the scale.  If binding seems to be an issue, check both ends of the deck 
for clearance.  Clean all debris between the end wall and the deck. 

 

7.2.  CLEANING 

All moving parts need to be kept free and clear of any debris that may inhibit 
movement or accelerate wear.  All load cell 
assembly locations should be inspected for 
accumulation of debris.  Clean all parts as 
required. 

 

Check under the weighbridge for accumulation 
of mud or other debris that will trap moisture on 
the steel structure.  All steel surfaces should be 
washed down to prevent corrosion.   
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7.3.  RECOMMENDED PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 

7.1.1. Performed every month 
���� Inspect the Scale and its understructure on a regul ar basis. 
1. Check that all bolts are secure. 

2. Check all clearances around the scale for any obstructions or interference with 
the free movement of the platform.  

3. Check load cells for a level condition. 

4. Check all check bolt clearances, both with and without a concentrated load over 
each section, one at a time. 

5. Check concrete deck surface for any signs of damage 
or deterioration. 

7.1.2.  Performed every six (6) months  

���� Inspect and adjust all Check Bolts, using 
anti-seize on the threads. 

1. Ensure that the system has proper ground connections 

2. Remove power from the instrument. 

3. Remove the box covers and inspect for water seepage. 

4. Check gaskets for cracks and tears. 

5. Check that all terminal screws and contacts are secure. 

6. Check that all jumpers are in place. 

7. Dress all wires, being certain they are completely off the ground.  

8. Check that waterproof gland nuts are tight. 

9. Reinstall the box cover, fasten the latches, and check the seal. 

10. Check all clearances around the scale for any obstructions or interference with 
the free movement of the platform.  

11. Check for build-up under platform and around load cells. 

12. Check all bumper bolt clearances, both with and without a concentrated load over 
each section, one at a time. 
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Section 8:  Parts 

8.1.  SCALE COMPONENTS  

Item # Part # Description
1 66971  1/16" Pin Seat Shims
2 66974  1/8" Pin Seat Shims

3 149075
Load Cell, 75K DE Shear Beam, 
3mV/V (20' Cable)

4 64805 Corner Stand, DB Load Cell
5 64812 Load Pin
6 66347 Link 1-1/4" 
7 64824 Dowel Pin, 5/8" Dia. X 1" Long
8 64822 Pin Seat 
9 54769 Lock Washer, ½"

10 54401 Bolt, ½"-13 x 3"
11 61743 Clamp Bar

No Ref 23143 Surge Protector, AC

No Ref 65058
Surge Protector, DC                  
(Analog Systems Only

No Ref 55010 Ground Kit  
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8.2.  ANALOG SCALE COMPONENTS 

Ref Number Description
1 21912 Junction Box with Summing PCB
2 21842 Summing PCB  

 

 

8.3.  INTALOGIX™ TECHNOLOGY SCALE COMPONENTS 

Number Description
27926 Sectional Controller Assembly (SSC)
26164 SSC Box
26080 SSC PCB Only
32163 Pit Power Supply Assembly (PPS)
31500 Pit Power Supply PCB only (Latch Style)
15646 Pit Power Supply Box (Bolted Style)
23393 Pit Power Supply PCB only (Bolted Style)
17545 Connector, Liquid Tite (small) (PPS)
17535 Connector, Liquid Tite (large) (PPS)
24977 Connector, Liquid Tite (SSC)  
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Appendix I: Wiring 
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Appendix II:  Data Recording 

 

Location/Name _____________________________ Phone # __________________ 

 

Scale Model _______________________  Serial ____________________________ 

 

Date Installed _____________________________________ 

 

Date placed in service ______________________________ 

 

Installer’s Name ___________________________________ 

 

Instrument  Model ______________________ Serial __________________ 

 

Load Cell #1  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #2  Serial ___________________________ 

#1 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

Load Cell #3  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #4  Serial ___________________________ 

#2 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

Load Cell #5  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #6  Serial ___________________________ 

#3 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

Load Cell #7  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #8  Serial ___________________________ 

#4 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

PPS   Serial ___________________________ 
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Location/Name _____________________________ Phone # __________________ 

 

Scale Model _______________________  Serial ____________________________ 

 

Date Installed _____________________________________ 

 

Date placed in service ______________________________ 

 

Installer’s Name _______________________________ ____ 

 

 

Instrument  Model ______________________ Serial __________________ 

 

Load Cell #1  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #2  Serial ___________________________ 

#1 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

Load Cell #3  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #4  Serial ___________________________ 

#2 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

Load Cell #5  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #6  Serial ___________________________ 

#3 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

Load Cell #7  Serial ___________________________ 

Load Cell #8  Serial ___________________________ 

#4 SSC or J Box Serial ___________________________ 

 

PPS   Serial ___________________________ 
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